Introduction
Natural human computer interaction motivates hand tracking research, preferably without requiring the user to wear special hardware or markers. Ideally, a hand tracking solution would provide not only points of interest, but the full state of an entire hand. [Oikonomidis et al. 2011 ] demonstrated a particle swarm optimization that tracked a 3D skeletal hand model from a single depth camera, albeit using significant computing resources. In contrast, we track the hand from a single depth camera using an efficient physical simulation, which incrementally updates a model's fit and explores alternative candidate poses based on a variety of heuristics. Our approach enables real-time, robust 3D skeletal tracking of a user's hand, while utilizing a single x86 CPU core for processing.
Technical Approach
Our approach is based on an augmented rigid body dynamics simulation, which allows us to phrase 3D object tracking as a linear complementarity problem with a well-defined solution. We construct a model of the human hand using 17 convex polyhedra (bones) connected by joints which impose mechanical constraints. Fitting this model to depth camera data (point clouds) is achieved by adding additional magnet-like constraints between points and the surface of the hand model, which act to reduce distance along the axis of existing displacement, but allow free lateral motion.
Rather than minimize the root mean square error, constraint-based iterative impulse techniques [Catto 2005 ] solve overconstrained systems by overriding the influence of outliers and iteratively approaching the best-fit, similar to the projected Gauss-Seidel algorithm. As a result, after a fixed number of solver iterations, either the bones click into place like puzzle pieces or there is a clear indication of fitting error. Such iterative approaches are extremely efficient and allow us to run multiple speculative simulations with different heuristics, while still obtaining real-time performance.
Instead of using depth buffer comparisons, we measure our fitting error in 3D space. Unfortunately, the true correspondence between the point cloud and model is unknown. However, we can get a lower bound error by summing the distances of the furthest point mapped to each bone. Additionally, we penalize rigid bodies that occlude depth samples. When the 3D hand model matches the user's hand, the error will be low (on par with sensor noise and subtle differences between user's hand and our internal 3D tracking model).
Occlusions, pose ambiguity, and camera limitations make it necessary for any single-camera hand tracking system to exploit tempo- * e-mail:{stan.k.melax;leonid.m.keselman;sterling.g.orsten}@intel.com ral coherence. This also means that errors are inevitable. Sometimes the system gets trapped in a local minimum with a bad fit. To improve robustness and recovery, our system spawns four additional simulations -each incorporating a different subset of possible assumptions. First, since hands can move very fast relative to their size, we add a gross motion simulation that updates the entire hand as a single body and then follows with a regular step. Second, a classifier looks for an obvious spread five finger pose. When a spread hand is detected, we try a simulation that adds strong constraints to the fingertip positions. Third, a state-exploring simulation will flip various fingers, thus effectively searching nearby states for a better fit. Fourth, a grasping bias simulation adds constraints that keep finger mid bones roughly parallel. Finally, the tracking system evaluates the resulting pose from each of the five simulations and returns the one with the smallest error. More work is needed to improve our coverage of hand motion possibilities. Nonetheless, our ability to try multiple simulations (each integrating various additional information) demonstrates the extensibility of our system.
Results
Our system runs at over 60 fps on a single x86 CPU core and operates well across a variety of depth camera technologies. On a Point Grey Research Bumblebee XB3, a stereoscopic depth camera, we are able to track slow motions but we found limited practical use. A structured light camera, such as the ASUS R Xtion PRO, provide more accurate depth samples, although small features are sometimes not detected. Adult hands track fairly well -on par or better than other markerless hand tracking solutions. On a timeof-flight camera, Creative's Interactive Gesture Camera TM we apply some depth smoothing and obtain very good results; such a system was demonstrated at Intel's 2013 CES booth with unmanaged public usage and indicated a very usable quality of tracking. Additionally, our preliminary testing on the TYZX DeepSea G3 Vision System showed very good results. Since our tracking is point cloud based, we can tolerate not only holes, but even sparse depth maps from stereoscopic and structured-light depth camera systems, where blob-based techniques may be unsuccessful.
